A machining test to calibrate rotary axis error motions of five-axis machine tools and its application to thermal deformation test

Abstract

This paper proposes a machining test to parameterize error motions, or position-dependent geometric errors, of rotary axes in a five-axis machine tool. At the given set of angular positions of rotary axes, a square-shaped step is machined by a straight end mill. By measuring geometric errors of the finished test piece, the position and the orientation of rotary axis average lines (location errors), as well as position-dependent geometric errors of rotary axes, can be numerically identified based on the machine's kinematic model. Furthermore, by consequently performing the proposed machining test, one can quantitatively observe how error motions of rotary axes change due to thermal deformation induced mainly by spindle rotation. Experimental demonstration is presented.
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1. Introduction

Machine tools with two rotary axes to tilt a tool and/or a workpiece, in addition to three orthogonal linear axes, are collectively called five-axis machine tools. On five-axis machine tools, error motions of each linear/rotary axis, as well as its alignment (assembly) errors, are accumulated in the positioning error of a tool relative to a workpiece. ISO/DIS 10791-1 [1], currently under a revision process in ISO/TC 39/SC 2, contains quasi-static tests to calibrate alignment errors (location errors) of rotary axes. ISO 230-7 [2] describes the tests to observe error motions of rotary axis (ISO 230-7 [2] mainly targets a spindle but can be in principle applied to any rotary axes). Such a “direct” measurement [3] requires a different setup for each error, and thus full evaluation often takes significant time.

For more efficient error calibration, many “indirect” measurement methodologies, where each alignment error or error motion is indirectly identified from a set of tool center point (TCP) profiles measured with respect to the work table, have been studied. A comprehensive review can be found in [3, 4]. The application of the ball bar test to dynamic measurement for rotary axes has been studied by many researchers [5, 6, 7] and is now included in ISO/FDIS 10791-6 [8], also currently under a revision process in ISO/TC 39/SC 2. The R-test [9, 10] is also in ISO/FDIS 10791-6. The static version of analogous “chase-the-ball” test [10] can be done by using a touch-triggered probe [11, 12]. Commercial probe-based calibration systems are now available from several vendors, e.g. Renishaw [13].

Although it is important to evaluate geometric errors of rotary axes by such a non-cutting measurement, typical machine tool users consider more
the machine’s accuracy when it performs actual machining. Non-cutting
tests are sometimes performed when the machine is “cold.” Although the
accuracy test standards, e.g. [1, 8], strongly suggest performing sufficient
machine warm-up before tests, the machine’s thermal condition may not be
exactly the same as actual machining conditions, since the spindle stops in
measuring cycles. In “normal” operating condition with spindle rotation, the
machine’s geometric errors may be significantly different from those in “cold”
condition.

The heat generated by spindle rotation most typically displaces the TCP
to the Z-direction. In the three-axis machining, such a simple translational
error may not cause significant geometric error of the machined workpiece,
as long as the deformation does not vary much throughout the machining
process. In five-axis machining, even such a constant expansion changes the
position of rotary axes with respect to the machine coordinate system, which
likely results in the machined workpiece’s geometric errors. ISO 230-3 [14],
describing thermal tests for machine tools, only investigates thermal influence
on the positioning by linear axes. No test is specified for five-axis machine
tools. The importance of thermal tests for rotary axes has been discussed
only lately in the literature. Recent works include the application of the
R-test [15, 16, 17].

A machining test can evaluate the machine’s error motions when it per-
forms the machining. NAS (National Aerospace Standard) 979 [18], Clause
4.3.3.8.1, describes a cone frustum five-axis machining test. Since it is only
standard well known describing a five-axis machining test, it is widely ac-
cepted by many machine tool builders as one of final performance tests.
ISO/TC 39/SC 2 is currently discussing its inclusion in the revision of ISO 10791-7 [19]. Although it gives a good demonstration of the machine’s overall machining performance, it is generally difficult to diagnose error sources from the measured geometry of the finished test piece [20, 21]. Some five-axis machining tests have been proposed in the literature or the industry, e.g. the truncated square pyramid [22], a set of surfaces machined by a ball end mill at different angular positions [23] and the S-shaped thin wall [24]. None of them aims for the diagnosis of error causes from the geometry of the finished test piece.

The objective of this paper is to propose a new five-axis machining test such that geometric errors of rotary axes can be separately identified by evaluating the geometric error of the machined test piece. In [25], a part of the authors presented a machining test to identify position and orientation errors of the axis average line (location errors) of two rotary axes. More lately, a rather complex test was presented in [26] that enables the identification of rotary axis location errors. This paper presents a new machining test by extending [25] to position-dependent geometric errors, or error motions, of rotary axes. While location errors only represent “average” position and orientation errors of rotary axes, the proposed test fully parameterize how the position and the orientation of the axis of rotation change with its rotation.

Furthermore, the paper will present the observation of the machine’s thermal stability by consequently performing the proposed machining test. Experimental demonstration will be presented.
2. Proposed machining test

This paper considers a five-axis machine configuration with a titling rotary table (driven by B- and C-axes) depicted in Fig. 1. The swivel axis (B-axis) rotates over $-90 \sim +90^\circ$. In principle, the basic idea of this paper can be straightforwardly extended to any five-axis configurations.

The proposed machining test is illustrated in Fig. 2. At $B_i = C_j = 0^\circ$, a square-shaped step is machined by a straight end mill with driving X- or Y-axis only (the reference step). Then, the square step is machined at different heights at $C_j = 90, 180, 270^\circ$. This is repeated at every combination of $B_i = -90, 0, 90^\circ$ and $C_j = 0, 90, 180, 270^\circ$. Total $4 \times 3 = 12$ finish cuts are made. Figure 3 shows the nominal geometry of the finished test piece. The finishing condition must be properly chosen such that the influence of tool deflection or surface roughness becomes sufficiently small. It is recommended to repeat the finishing with zero radial depth of cut, i.e. “zero cut.”.

Then, the finished test piece’s geometry is measured preferably by using a coordinate measuring machine (CMM). Figure 4 shows an example set of probed points on the finished test piece in our experiments (Section 5). The measurement coordinate system is set up such that 1) its X-axis is aligned to the -Y side face of the reference step, 2) its Y-axis is parallel to one of the bottom faces of the reference step, and 3) the (X,Y) position of its origin is at the center of the reference step, and its Z position is on the average plane of four bottom faces of the reference step. The measurement coordinate system is also shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 1: The configuration of the five-axis machine tool considered in this paper [33].
Figure 2: The proposed machining procedure; (a) Machine the reference square at $B = C = 0^\circ$. (b) Rotate to $C = 90^\circ$ and machine the same square. Repeat this at $C = 180^\circ$ and $270^\circ$. (c) Rotate to $B = 90^\circ$ and machine the same square. Repeat this at $C = 0, 90, 180, 270^\circ$. Repeat this at every combination of $B = -90, 0, 90^\circ$ and $C = 0, 90, 180, 270^\circ$. 
Figure 3: Finished test piece geometry.

Figure 4: Finished test piece geometry and probed points in the experiment in Section 5.
3. Identification of rotary axis geometric errors

3.1. Geometric error parameters to be identified

In ISO 230-1 [27], the axis average line of a rotary axis is defined as “the straight line representing the mean location and orientation of its axis of rotation.” Position and orientation errors of a rotary axis average line, called location errors in ISO 230-7 [2], are clearly among the most fundamental error factors in the five-axis kinematics. Table 1 shows location errors for the configuration in Fig. 1 [27, 28].

They only represent “average” position or orientation of a rotary axis. The axis of rotation may change its position and orientation with its rotation. Such an error motion can be parameterized by position-dependent geometric errors [20] shown in Table 2. They are defined such that:

\[
\frac{1}{N_c} \sum_{j=1}^{N_c} \delta y_{CB}^{B_i, C_j} = \delta y_{CB}^0
\]

and analogous relationship holds for other parameters.

It is important to note that this paper assumes geometric errors of linear axes are sufficiently smaller than those of rotary axes. Many five-axis error calibration methodologies, briefly reviewed in Section 1, require synchronously driving rotary and linear axes, and it is therefore not possible in principle to separate error motions of rotary and linear axes. Linear axis error motions must be separately pre-calibrated and compensated by conventional measurement, e.g. ISO 10791-1 [1]. In practice, linear axis error motions are often major uncertainty contributors for the identification of rotary axis geometric errors. Their contribution will be studied in Section 6.
Table 1: Position and orientation errors of rotary axis average lines (location errors) for the machine configuration in Fig. 1. Correspondence to symbols depends on the machine tool coordinate system setup [27].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol [27]</th>
<th>Symbol [28]</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_{X0B}$</td>
<td>$\delta x_{BY}$</td>
<td>Position error of B-axis average line in X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{Y0C}$</td>
<td>$\delta y_{CB}$</td>
<td>Position error of C-axis average line in Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{Z0B}$</td>
<td>$\delta z_{BY}$</td>
<td>Position error of B-axis average line in Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{X(OB)C}$</td>
<td>$\delta x_{CB}$</td>
<td>Position error of C-axis from B-axis in X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{A0B}$</td>
<td>$\alpha_{BY}$</td>
<td>Orientation error of B-axis avg line around X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{B0B}$</td>
<td>$\beta_{CB}$</td>
<td>Initial angular positioning error of B-axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{C0B}$</td>
<td>$\gamma_{BY}$</td>
<td>Orientation error of B-axis avg line around Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{A(OB)C}$</td>
<td>$\alpha_{CB}$</td>
<td>Squareness error of C- to B-axis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Position-dependent geometric errors (error motions) of rotary axes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol [27]</th>
<th>Symbol [28]</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_{XB}(B_i)$</td>
<td>$\delta x_{BY}(B_i)$</td>
<td>Linear error motions of B-axis at $B = B_i$ in X, Y, and Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{YB}(B_i)$</td>
<td>$\delta y_{BY}(B_i)$</td>
<td>Angular error motions of B-axis at $B = B_i$ around X, Y, and Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{ZB}(B_i)$</td>
<td>$\delta z_{BY}(B_i)$</td>
<td>Angular error motions of B-axis at $B = B_i$ around X, Y, and Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{AB}(B_i)$</td>
<td>$\alpha_{BY}(B_i)$</td>
<td>Angular error motions of B-axis at $B = B_i$ around X, Y, and Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{BB}(B_i)$</td>
<td>$\beta_{BY}(B_i)$</td>
<td>Angular error motions of B-axis at $B = B_i$ in X, Y, and Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{BC}(B_i)$</td>
<td>$\gamma_{BY}(B_i)$</td>
<td>Angular error motions of B-axis at $B = B_i$ in X, Y, and Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{XC}(B_i, C_j) - E_{XB}(B_i)$</td>
<td>$\delta x_{CB}(B_i, C_j)$</td>
<td>Linear error motions of C-axis at $B = B_i$ and $C = C_j$ in X, Y, and Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{YC}(B_i, C_j) - E_{YB}(B_i)$</td>
<td>$\delta y_{CB}(B_i, C_j)$</td>
<td>Angular error motions of B-axis at $B = B_i$ and $C = C_j$ around X, Y, and Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{ZC}(B_i, C_j) - E_{ZB}(B_i)$</td>
<td>$\delta z_{CB}(B_i, C_j)$</td>
<td>Angular error motions of B-axis at $B = B_i$ and $C = C_j$ around X, Y, and Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{AC}(B_i, C_j) - E_{AB}(B_i)$</td>
<td>$\alpha_{CB}(B_i, C_j)$</td>
<td>Angular error motions of B-axis at $B = B_i$ and $C = C_j$ around X, Y, and Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{BC}(B_i, C_j) - E_{BB}(B_i)$</td>
<td>$\beta_{CB}(B_i, C_j)$</td>
<td>Angular error motions of B-axis at $B = B_i$ and $C = C_j$ around X, Y, and Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{CC}(B_i, C_j) - E_{CB}(B_i)$</td>
<td>$\gamma_{CB}(B_i, C_j)$</td>
<td>Angular error motions of B-axis at $B = B_i$ and $C = C_j$ around X, Y, and Z</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Kinematic model

The workpiece coordinate system is the coordinate system attached to the rotary table, and its origin is set at the nominal intersection of B- and C-axes. Suppose that the nominal TCP in the workpiece coordinate system is given by \( w^* \in \mathbb{R}^3 \). The machine \( \mathbf{l} \) is kinematic model, formulating the TCP position in the workpiece coordinate system when there exist rotary axis error motions in Table 2, plays an essential role in many “indirect” measurement approaches [3, 4], and has been long studied [29, 30, 6, 28]. Although it can be found in many previous publications, it is briefly reviewed here, since it is the basis for the identification algorithm to be presented in the following subsections.

When the B- and C-axes are nominally indexed at \( B_i \) and \( C_j \), the actual TCP position in the workpiece coordinate system, \( w_q \in \mathbb{R}^3 \), under position-dependent geometric errors in Table 2, is given by:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  w_q \\
  1
\end{bmatrix} = (r_Tw)^{-1} r_{T^*_w} \begin{bmatrix}
  w^* \\
  1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(2)

where \( r_Tw \in \mathbb{R}^{4\times 4} \) is the homogeneous transformation matrix (HTM) representing the transformation from the workpiece coordinate system to the machine coordinate system:

\[
\begin{align*}
  r_Tw &= r_Tb^bT_c \\
  r_Tb &= D_x(\delta x_{BY}(B_i))D_y(\delta y_{BY}(B_i))D_z(\delta z_{BY}(B_i)) \\
  &\quad D_a(\alpha_{BY}(B_i))D_b(\beta_{BY}(B_i))D_c(\gamma_{BY}(B_i))D_b(-B_i) \\
  bT_c &= D_x(\delta x_{CB}(B_i, C_j))D_y(\delta y_{CB}(B_i, C_j))D_z(\delta z_{CB}(B_i, C_j)) \\
  &\quad D_a(\alpha_{CB}(B_i, C_j))D_b(\beta_{CB}(B_i, C_j))D_c(\gamma_{CB}(B_i, C_j))D_c(-C_j)
\end{align*}
\]
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where $D_*(\cdot) \in \mathbb{R}^{4 \times 4}$ denotes the HTM representing the translation in X, Y or Z and the rotation around X, Y, or Z (see e.g. [6] for their formulation). $w^T \in \mathbb{R}^{4 \times 4}$ represents the nominal transformation, i.e.

$\hat{T}_w^* = D_b(-B)D_c(-C_j)$ \hfill (4)

In [31], a part of the authors furthermore presented the linearization of the model (3) as:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
w q \\
1
\end{bmatrix} = D_x(\Delta X)D_y(\Delta Y)D_z(\Delta Z)D_a(\Delta A)D_b(\Delta B)D_c(\Delta C)
\begin{bmatrix}
w q^*
\\
1
\end{bmatrix}
$$

where

\begin{align*}
\Delta X &= -(\delta x_{BY} \cos B_i + \delta z_{BY} \sin B_i + \delta x_{CB}) \cos C_j + (\delta y_{BY} + \delta y_{CB}) \sin C_j \\
\Delta Y &= -(\delta x_{BY} \cos B_i + \delta z_{BY} \sin B_i + \delta x_{CB}) \sin C_j - (\delta y_{BY} + \delta y_{CB}) \cos C_j \\
\Delta Z &= \delta x_{BY} \sin B_i - \delta z_{BY} \cos B_i - \delta z_{CB} \\
\Delta A &= -(\alpha_{BY} \cos B_i + \gamma_{BY} \sin B_i + \alpha_{CB}) \cos C_j + (\beta_{BY} + \beta_{CB}) \sin C_j \\
\Delta B &= -(\alpha_{BY} \cos B_i + \gamma_{BY} \sin B_i + \alpha_{CB}) \sin C_j - (\beta_{BY} + \beta_{CB}) \cos C_j \\
\Delta C &= \alpha_{BY} \sin B_i - \gamma_{BY} \cos B_i - \gamma_{CB}
\end{align*}

(6)

For the simplicity of notation, $(B_i)$ or $(B_i, C_j)$ with each geometric error parameter is omitted here. With the small angle approximation, Eq. (5) describes the linear relationship between each geometric error and the positioning error at the TCP in the workpiece coordinate system.

3.3. Calculation of position and orientation of each step

For each square-shaped step machined at $B_i$ and $C_j$, denote the $k$-th measured position in the measurement coordinate system by $p(i, j, k) \in \mathbb{R}^3$.
\( (k = 1, \cdots N(i, j)) \), where \( N(i, j) \in \mathbb{R} \) is the number of probed points on the \((i, j)\) step. Suppose that its nominal position is given by \( p^*(i, j, k) \in \mathbb{R}^3 \). This and the following subsections present an algorithm to identify position-dependent geometric errors in Table 2, as well as location errors in Table 1, from a set of \( p(i, j, k) \ (i = 1, \cdots N, j = 1, \cdots N_c, k = 1, \cdots , N(i, j)) \).

Denote the displacement of the \((i, j)\) step from its nominal position by \((\Delta x(i, j), \Delta y(i, j), \Delta z(i, j))\) in X, Y, and Z directions. Denote its orientation error by \((\Delta a(i, j), \Delta b(i, j), \Delta c(i, j))\) around X, Y, and Z axes. From a set of measured points, \( p(i, j, k) \), they can be calculated by solving the following minimization problem:

\[
\min_{\Delta x(i,j), \cdots, \Delta c(i,j)} \sum_k \{ \Delta p(i,j,k) \cdot n^*(i,j,k) \}^2
\]

where \( n^*(i,j,k) \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) is a unit vector representing the normal direction to the target surface. This term is needed since a touch-trigger probe is sensitive only to this direction.

\[
\Delta p(i, j, k) = p(i, j, k) - \hat{p}(i, j, k)
\]

and

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{p}(i, j, k) \\
1
\end{bmatrix} = D(\Delta x(i,j))D(\Delta y(i,j))D(\Delta z(i,j))
\]

\[
D(\Delta a(i,j))D(\Delta b(i,j))c(\Delta c(i,j)) \begin{bmatrix}
p^*(i, j, k) \\
1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

By applying the small angle linear approximation, the problem (7) can be solved by the least square method.
3.4. Identification of rotary axis geometric errors

In [32, 33], a part of the authors presented a probe-based approach to identify rotary axis geometric errors (see Section 4.2). In this algorithm, the position and the orientation of the test piece of the known geometry is measured in the machine coordinate system. In the present machining test, the geometry of the machined test piece is determined by the TCP trajectory in the workpiece coordinate system. This is an essential difference but their basic formulation is analogous.

Position/orientation errors of the \((i, j)\) step, \(\Delta x(i, j), \cdots, \Delta c(i, j)\), calculated by solving Eq. (7), represent position/orientation errors of the TCP trajectory (a square path) in the workpiece coordinate system. Therefore, they should satisfy the kinematic relationship in Eq. (5). In other words, position-dependent geometric errors, given in in Table 2, can be obtained by solving Eq. (6) with \(\Delta x(i, j)\) to \(\Delta c(i, j)\) replacing the left-hand side of each equation.

An attention should be paid to the influence of rotary axis geometric errors on position/orientation of the measurement coordinate system. Recall that each step’s position and orientation, represented by \(\Delta x(i, j)\) to \(\Delta c(i, j)\), are measured in reference to those of the reference step, machined at \(B_1 = C_1 = 0^\circ\). In other words, \(\Delta x(i, j)\) to \(\Delta c(i, j)\) must be zero at \(B_1 = C_1 = 0^\circ\). With this constraint, the first equation in Eq. (6) should be modified as:

\[
\Delta x(i, j) = - (\delta x_{BY} \cos B_i + \delta z_{BY} \sin B_i + \delta x_{CB}) \cos C_j \\
+ (\delta y_{BY} + \delta y_{CB}) \sin C_j + (\delta x_{BY} + \delta x_{CB})
\] (10)
\( \Delta y(i, j) \) to \( \Delta c(i, j) \) are formulated similarly. The B-axis position-dependent geometric errors, shown in Table 2, can be identified by using the least square method such that Eq. (10) (and analogously modified Eq. (6)) is best fit. The C-axis position-dependent geometric errors are given by solving same equations for each \( B_i \) and \( C_j \).

4. Application to thermal test

4.1. Objective

The thermal deformation is often among the most critical error contributors for machine tools. ISO 26303:2012 [34] describes the short-term capability test for machine tools, where a sample batch of test pieces is machined consequently and the statistical variation of geometric errors of test pieces is evaluated. Such a sequential machining test clarifies the machine’s and the environment’s thermal stability. Unlike the machining tests in [34], the present machining test enables a user to numerically observe how each geometric error changes with time. This section presents such an application of the proposed machining test.

4.2. Comparison with non-cutting geometric error calibration

First, we suggest performing one of non-cutting error calibration schemes, reviewed in Section 1, in the “cold” condition, i.e. before the machine reaches the thermal equilibrium representing the normal cutting condition by sufficient spindle warm-up. Then, by comparing with the present machining test,
one can numerically observe the thermal influence of spindle rotation from
the “cold” condition to the cutting condition.

In [33], a part of the authors presented a probe-based error calibration
scheme illustrated in Fig. 5. At each \((B_i, C_j)\), the part blank before the
machining test is probed by using a touch-triggered probe. The number of
probed points must be sufficient to calculate the test piece’s position and
orientation (Fig. 5 shows only an example). The Ref. [33] presented an al-
gorithm to identify location errors and position-dependent geometric errors
shown in Tables 1 and 2. It is important to note that the geometric inaccu-
racy of the test piece or their setup (alignment) error does not significantly
affect the estimates of geometric error parameters. Therefore, the part blank
of the unknown geometry can be used as the target, requiring no additional
artefact such as a precision sphere, typically used in similar probe-based er-
ror calibration schemes, e.g. [13]. The surface roughness of the part blank
should be small enough to ensure probing repeatability. Although this pa-
per recommends the probe-based scheme in [33] for the convenience with the
machining test, any other non-cutting calibration schemes, e.g. the R-test,
can be employed.

4.3. Proposed test procedure

1. Mount the part blank on the machine table. Perform the probing pro-
cedure presented in [33] (Fig. 5).

2. Perform spindle warm-up till the thermal equilibrium is reached.

3. Rough cutting.

4. Finishing as described in Section 2.
Figure 5: The probing procedure for the calibration of rotary axis geometric errors presented in [33]. The position and the orientation of the test piece is measured at each combination of $B_i = -90, 0, 90^\circ$, and $C_j = 0, 90, 180, 270^\circ$.

5. Dismount the finished test piece. Repeat steps 3 and 4 to finish another test piece (in our experiment total three test pieces were finished).

6. The finished test pieces are measured as in Section 2.

5. Experiment

5.1. Test setup

The proposed machining test is conducted on a machining center of the configuration in Fig. 1. Table 3 shows major machining conditions. Figure 6 shows the machining test setup.

The pre-machining probing test was done by using a touch-triggered probe, OMP-400 by Renishaw (unidirectional repeatability: 0.35 $\mu$m (max
Table 3: Major machining conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Sintered carbide radius end mill, φ8 mm, 3 flutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Workpiece material</td>
<td>Aluminum alloy JIS A5052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed per tooth</td>
<td>0.075 mm/tooth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axial depth of cut</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radial depth of cut</td>
<td>0 mm (zero cut)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting speed</td>
<td>100 m/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting fluid</td>
<td>Air blow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milling direction</td>
<td>Down cut</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2σ value with 100 mm stylus), probe sphere: φ6 mm (ruby)). The machining center’s positioning resolution is 1 μm on all the linear axes; the probe’s measurement resolution is also 1 μm. The probe’s direction-dependent pre-travel variation was measured and compensated by the standard procedure suggested by the vendor.

The nominal geometry of the finished test piece is shown in Fig. 4. After the probing test (Step 1 in Section 4.3), the spindle warm-up was done for about 30 min. The roughing and the finishing respectively took about 25 min. Total three test pieces were machined consequently.

Although it is preferable to measure the geometry of the finished test pieces by a CMM, in this experiment it is measured on-the-machine by using the same probe, assuming sufficiently high volumetric accuracy of the machine tool’s linear axes. This measurement was done after the machine cools down sufficiently. With the machine B- and C-axes fixed at $B = C = 0^\circ$, points shown in Fig. 4 are probed. Note that error motions of B- and C-axes do not influence this measurement.
5.2. Geometric error calibration by the first test piece

First, the geometry of the first finished test piece was measured. Figure 7 shows the measured geometry of four steps on the first test piece’s top face, each of which is machined at $B_i = 0^\circ$, and $C_j = 0, 90, 180, 270^\circ$, respectively. In Fig. 7, the dots (•) represent the nominal probed position, $p^*(i,j,k)$, and the circles (○) represent the measured position, $p(i,j,k)$. The error between measured and nominal positions is magnified 1,000 times. The position and the orientation of each step, represented by $\Delta x(i,j) \sim \Delta c(i,j)$, are calculated by the algorithm in Section 3.3. In Fig. 7, the painted bold-line square represents calculated position and orientation of each step (those in Fig. 7(a) are calculated from probed points on side faces of each step, and those in Fig. 7(b) are calculated from probed points on the bottom face). Similarly, Fig. 8 shows the measured geometry of four steps on side faces, machined
\( B_i = 90^\circ, \) and \( C_j = 0, 90, 180, 270^\circ. \)

First, by such a graphical presentation of the finished test piece’s geometric errors, one can make many intuitive observations on location errors or error motions of rotary axes, even without proceeding to their numerical parameterization. For example:

- In Fig. 7(a), the square machined at \( C = -180^\circ \) is shifted by about +8 \( \mu \text{m} \) in X-direction, and +3 \( \mu \text{m} \) in Y-direction. This is mostly caused by the position error of the C-axis average line at \( B = 0^\circ, (\delta x_{CB}^0, \delta y_{CB}^0). \)

- In Fig. 7(b), the bottom surface of each step is tilted toward both X- and Y-directions. This is mostly caused by the orientation error of the C-axis average line at \( B = 0^\circ \) to X- and Y-directions, \( (\alpha_{CB}^0, \beta_{CB}^0). \)

- Figure 8(a) shows the square with four side faces machined at \( C_j = 0, 90, 180, 270^\circ \) is smaller than the nominal geometry by about 40 \( \mu \text{m} \). This is mostly attributable to the Z-position error of the B-axis average line, \( \delta z_{BY}^0. \)

Then, location errors, shown in Table 1, are identified as shown in Fig. 9. Figure 10 shows position-dependent geometric errors of B-axis, shown in Table 2, identified from the measured geometry. While location errors in Fig. 9 represent “average” position and orientation of rotary axes, Fig. 10 shows how the B-axis position and orientation vary with the B-axis angular position.
Figure 7: Measured geometry of the machined test piece (four steps machined at $B_i = 0^\circ$, and $C_j = 0, 90, 180, 270^\circ$). (a) projection onto XY plane, (b) projection onto XZ plane.
Figure 8: Measured geometry of the machined test piece. (a) Four steps on side faces machined at $B_i = 90^\circ$ and $C_j = 0, 90, 180, 270^\circ$, projected onto XY plane. (b) One of steps on side faces machined at $B_i = 90^\circ$ and $C_j = 0^\circ$, projected onto YZ plane.
Figure 9: Position and orientation of B- and C-axis average lines (location errors, see Table 1) identified by the first machining test. Error bars represent the combined uncertainty ($k = 1$) calculated from uncertainty contributors in Table 4 (see Section 6). (a) Position errors. (b) Orientation errors.
Figure 10: Position-dependent geometric errors (error motions) of B-axis (see Table 2) identified from measured geometry of the first test piece. (a) Position errors. (b) Orientation errors.
5.3. Comparison with non-cutting geometric error calibration

Without any spindle-warm up, the probe-based error calibration scheme in Section 4.2 was performed. The total 192 points were probed at \( B_i = -90, 0, 90^\circ \), and \( C_j = 0, 90, 180, 270^\circ \). The test took about 20 min. Figure 11 compares rotary axis location errors identified by the pre-machining probing test and the first machining test.

The largest difference (about 25 \( \mu \)m) can be observed in \( \delta z_{BY}^0 \). The difference in \( \delta x_{BY}^0 \) and \( \delta y_{CB}^0 \) is about 10 \( \mu \)m. Other location errors do not show significant difference. From the machine configuration in Fig. 1, it can be predicted that the spindle motor’s heat would not significantly affect the position of rotary axes or their error motions. The test results suggest that the spindle heat mainly deforms the spindle-side machine structure toward the Z-direction. The displacement of linear axes changes the position of rotary axes in the machine coordinate system. The probing test indicates that the position of rotary axes was well calibrated in the “cold” condition, but the spindle rotation introduced significant errors. The present comparison clarifies the importance of calibrating these parameters in the condition thermally the same as actual machining processes.
Figure 11: Location errors identified by the pre-machining probing test in the “cold” condition (“Probe test”) and those by the first machining test (“Machining test”).
(a) Position errors. (b) Orientation errors.
5.4. Changes in geometric errors with consequent machining tests

Figure 12 shows location errors identified by the geometry of each of three finished test pieces. Notable gradual change can be observed in the Y-position of the C-axis average line, $\delta y^0_{CB}$, and the Z-position of the B-axis average line, $\delta z^0_{BY}$. Similarly as in Section 5.3, it indicates that the spindle’s heat deforms the spindle-side machine structure mainly toward Z- and Y-directions.
5.5. Validation of geometric errors identified by machining tests

To validate location errors estimated from the machined test pieces, the position error of the C-axis average line, \( \delta x_{CY} = \delta x_{BY} + \delta x_{CB} \) and \( \delta y_{CY} = \delta y_{CB} \), were directly measured right after each test piece was finished. They were measured by using a dial gauge, attached to the spindle, and the topmost reference step of the test piece. Figure 13 compares the estimates and direct measurements. The validity of the estimates can be observed. The comparison with a larger set of geometric error parameters would be more difficult, since the direct measurement must be done without stopping the spindle for too long.

6. Uncertainty analysis

As was briefly discussed in Section 3.1, the algorithm presented in Section 3 assumes negligibly small error motions of linear axes. As is discussed
in details in [35], linear axis error motions can be major uncertainty contributors for any “indirect” rotary axis error calibration schemes. This section assesses the uncertainty in identified geometric error parameters due to linear axis error motions. Other potential contributors, e.g. the uncertainty associated with the probing and the machining, are regarded relatively small.

Statistical uncertainty analysis based on the Monte Carlo simulation, analogous to the one presented in [35, 36], is applied. Table 4 shows assessed uncertainty contributors in linear axis error motions. The uncertainty contribution of each linear axis error motion is modelled as presented in [35, 36]. The values in Table 4 were assessed based on accuracy test results by the machine manufacturer, and partly by direct measurement of the machining center used in experiments.

In Fig. 9, error bars represent the combined uncertainty \((k = 1)\) in each location error identified by the machining test. The contribution of linear axis error motions both on (1) the geometry of the finished test piece and (2) its on-the-machine measurement are considered. The uncertainty in identified position-dependent errors in Fig. 10 can be assessed similarly, but omitted here.

7. Conclusion

This paper proposes a machining test, where a simple square-shaped step is finished by a straight (radius) end mill at the given set of B- and C-axis angular positions. While our previous test proposed in [25] only identifies rotary axis location errors, the proposed test fully parameterizes the position
Table 4: Uncertainty contributors in linear axis error motions (range for uniform distribution).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Linear term</th>
<th>Periodic term</th>
<th>Non-periodic term</th>
<th>Non-systematic error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear positioning errors,</td>
<td>4 μm/100mm</td>
<td>0.5 μm</td>
<td>2 μm</td>
<td>σ = 0.35 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{XX}$, $E_{YY}$, $E_{ZZ}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straightness errors,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{XY}$, $E_{ZY}$, $E_{XZ}$,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{YX}$, $E_{ZX}$, $E_{YZ}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular errors, $E_{AX}$,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{BX}$, $E_{AY}$, $E_{BY}$,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{CY}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squareness errors,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{C(0X)Y}$, $E_{B(0X)Z}$,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{A(0Y)Z}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By repeating the proposed machining test, the change in geometric error parameters can be observed, which is mostly caused by thermal deformation induced by spindle rotation or environmental change. In our experience, thermally-induced variation in rotary axis location errors can be one of the most critical error factors for five-axis machining. The accuracy tests for machine tools, e.g. static tests described in [1], are sometimes done when the machine is “cold” in, e.g., machine assembly or inspection by machine tool builders. The proposed machining test is effective to evaluate geometric errors when the machine is in normal operating conditions.

As a final remark, ISO/DIS 10791-7.2 [19], currently under revision process in ISO/TC39/SC2, contains a new five-axis machining test (M4). The test is similar but different; at $B = 0^\circ$, a single square is machined with each side face end-milled at $C = 0, 90, 180, 270^\circ$. Then, at $B = 90^\circ$ and $-90^\circ$, and the orientation of two rotary axes at each index angle.
a square is machined with each side face milled at \( C = 0, 90, 180, 270^\circ \).

Clearly, this test does not enable a user to identify the full set of position-dependent geometric errors of rotary axes. More studies would be needed to understand what geometric errors affect test results.
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